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IN THE COURT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE ::::: BONGAIGAON

Sessions Case No. 86 (D)/2015.
U/S 395 IPC

(Arising out of G.R. Case No. 273 of 1999)

State ofAssam

Vs.

1. Mahan Sahani. ....Accused

PRESENT: Smt. I. Barman,
Sessions Judge,
Bongoiguon.

ADVOCATES APPEARED ,.

For the State : Sri R. Barman, Public Prosecutor

For the accused : Sri T.Kr Das, Legal Aid counsel.

Date ofArgument : 22.03.2018.

Date of Judgment : 05.04.2018.

1.

JUDGMENT AND ORDER

The prosecution case, in brief is that on 16.10.1999

4"i-1','tt' at around 8 P.M four unknown miscreants entered into the house of
q1#**" rii>i.'r

'; - informant Uday Pratap Biswakarma and showing knife to his daughter

Suman Kumari asked her to hand over all the assets to them and when

she told that her parents went to outside and she did not know about

these things and asked to see all things opened, then not finding anything

the miscreants putting dagger on her throat had taken away three wrist

watch, one wall clock and one orpat calculator.
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On receipt of the FIR, the I/C, Dangtola Out post

made the G.D Entry no. 342 dated 17.10.1999 and forwarded the same to

O/C, Dhaligaon Police station. Accordingly, the O/C, Dhaligaon Police

station registered a case being Dhaligaon Police Station Case No.

6111999 UIS 385 IPC and launched investigation of the case. The

Investigating Officer visited the place of occurrence, recorded the

statement of the witnesses, arrested the accused, seized three ladies wrist

watch from the possession of accused Mohan Sahani, one wall clock

from Titu Mushahary and one dagger from Babul Kalita and at the close

of investigation laid charge sheet against the accused Mohan Sahani @

Kalu @ Kala Mohan, Babul Kalita @ Babu, Tutu Mushahary @ Titu,

Jayanta Brahma, Kumar Basumatary and Ramesh Bahadur Ray showing

them as absconder U/S 395 IPC amongst whom the case for accused

Jayanta Brahma and Kumar Basumatary was split up and committed the

case being the offence U/S 395 IPC exclusively triable by the Court of

Session. Accordingly, they faced trial and vide judgment dated

22.6.2009 they were acquitted. Later on present accused Mohan Sahani

was arrested and against him, the case was split up and produced before

this Court to face trial.

3. Accordingly, on production of the accused Mohan

Sahani from jail hajot, after going through the police report furnished

under section 173 Cr.P.C and hearing both sides, having found a prima

facie case, charge was framed against the accused Mohan Sahani U/S

395 IPC. The accused person pleaded innocence when charge was read

over and explained to him and claimed for trial.
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4. Point for determination:

Whether the accused person onl6.10.1999 at about 8

P.M at Officers colony, New Bongaigaon alongwith

with five other accused persons committed dacoity

in the house of Uday Pratap Biswakarma ?

5. In this case, to bring home the charge against the

accused person, prosecution side examined as many as 2(two) witnesses.

Statement of the accused person was recorded U/S 313 Cr.P.C. Defence

plea is of total denial. Defence adduced no evidence. I have heard

argument of both sides and also gone meticulously through the evidence

of the witnesses on record.

6.

DISCUSSION. DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:

At the very out set, I would like to scrutinize the

evidence on record for the pulpose of adjudicating the charge against the

accused.

7. PW I Ram Awadesh Shah in his evidence stated that

one day at around 10 A.M police called him to a paddy field situated in

the back side of B.G. Colony and finding a dagger seized the same vide

seizure list Ext 1. He proved his signature as Ext 1(1), but he did not

know the accused persons.

8. PW 2 Jatindra Nath Saikia, the Investigating Officer

stated that on 16.10.1999 while he was working as Incharge Dangtol out

post, at around 8.30 P.M one Bimal Kanta Thakur informed him over
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phone that about four miscreants committed dacoity in the house of Uday

Pratap Biswakarma out of whom, public apprehended one dacoit.

Accordingly, he made the Dagtol out post G.D. Entry No. 325 dated

16.10.1999 and visited the place of occurrence where he found a person

being tied and gheroed by public in front of quarter no. R/106/B of

Officers colony. He searched the body of the said person namely Mohan

Sahani @Kala Mohan @Kala and found three ladies wrist watch from

his possession which he seized vide seizure list vide Ext 2. He proved

his signature in the seizure list as Ext2$). He further stated that on the

next day regarding the incident, Uday Pratap Biswakarma lodged an FIR,

Ext 1 which was registered as Dhaligaon police station case no. 6111999.

During interrogation, from apprehending accused Mohan Sahani he came

to know that in the incident Babul kalita, Titu Mushahary, Jayanta

Brahma, Kumar Basumatary were also involved and later on he arrested

accused Babul Kalita and Titu Mushahary and as led by Titu Mushahary

he seized a wall clock from the house of Monju Ray which was taken

away from the house of the informant and seized the same vide seizure

list Ext 3. He as led by accused Babul Kalita seized a khukri from the

paddy field used in the offence vide seizure list Ext 4. He also got

recorded confessional statement of accused Babul Kalita and Titu

Mushahary and at the close of investigation showing the accused Ramesh

Bahadur Ray, Jayanta Brahma and Kumar Basumatary as absconder

submitted charge sheet against them with apprehend accused Mohan

Sahani, Titu Mushahary and Babul Kalita U/S 395 IPC vide Ext 5.

During cross he stated that accused Mohan Sahani did not confess his

guilt. He further stated that though the informant did not tell him the

name of accused Mohan Sahani, but told that'the apprehended person'
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from whom during search three wrist watch were recovered. He also

clarified that public tied only one person.

9. Prosecution failed to examine other witnesses

including informant as on several times summons were returned with

report that nobody knows his whereabout. Moreover during trial of
Jayanta Kr Brahma and Kumar Basumatary, the informant Uday pratap

Biswakarma alongwith his daughter Suman Kumari, Sudhir Kumar

sarma, Sekhar Kr sarkar, Diwakar Pandey were also examined. Let me

revisit their evidence.

10. The informant, Uday Pratap Biswakarma in his

evidence stated that on 16.10.1999 he alongwith his wife went to market

at about 8 P.M while his children were present in his house and after

returning from market he saw many persons gathered near his house and

one person was tied by public with rope. Then police came and vide

seizure list Ext 2 seized three ladies watch and took custody of the

apprehended person. He further stated that he filed the FIR, Ext 1.

11. Suman Kumari, the daughter of the informant in her

evidence stated that on the day of incident at about 8 P.M five unknown

person entered into their house to commit dacoity and seeing the

miscreants she and her brother Sudhir raised alarm and then the

neighbouring people came and caught hold of one person.

12. Witness Sudhir Kr Sarma, son of the informant

stated that dacoits had taken away two wrist watches, one calculator and

one clock from their house and on raising hue and cry, the dacoits fled
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away but one person was caught by neighbours. Another witness Sekhar

Kr Sarkar stated that hearing hulla he went to the house of the informant

and heard that miscreants took away ladies watch, wall clock and

calculator. Neighbouring witness, Diwakar Pandey in his evidence

deposed that on the day of incident he heard that some unknown persons

entered into the house of the informant and took away ladies wrist

watch, one wall clock and calculator and after that police came and took

his signature in the seizure list, Ext 2 and Ext 3. Ram Awadesh Sah and

the Investigating Officer were also examined and after going through the

evidence, accused Jayanta Brahma and Kumar Basumatary were

acquitted.

13. During the trial of the present accused Mohan

Sahani, except Awadesh Sah and the Investigating Officer, none turned

up and police submitted report that they could not be traced out but from

their depositions already recorded, it reveals that as per evidence of the

informant, in the incident one person was caught. Informant's daughter

and son who were present at the time of incident also asserted that in the

incident one person was caught hold by the neighbours. The evidence of

the Investigating Officer reflects that on receiving the information, he

came to the place of occurrence, he found accused Mohan Sahani being

tied and gheraod by public and during search three wrist watch were

recovered from his possession. In the case co-accused Titu Mushahary

and Babul Kalita in their confessional statement stated that Jayanta,

Kumar, Ramesh and Kalu entered into a house of Officer's colony and

kept them (Titu Mushahary and Babul Kalita) outside of the house and

on raising hue and cry, all of them fled away, but Kalu was caught by
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public. However, law is well settled that the confessional statement of

co-accused cannot be the sole basis of conviction without suffrcient and

substantive evidence but in the present case, the Investigating Officer

clearly stated that accused Mohan Sahani was caught by public while

fleeing away and three wrist watch were recovered from him which was

seized vide seizure list Ext 2. As per the F.I.R also, besides one wall

clock and calculator, three wrist watch were taken away by the

miscreants and the Investigating Officer, clearly stated that three wrist

watch were recovered from the accused Mohan Sahani who was caught

hold by public. Nothing could be elicited worth a name during cross

examination of the Investigating Officer in order to take an adverse

inference against the prosecution.

In the above facts and circumstances, I hold and14.
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decide that the prosecution has been able to prove its case beyond all

reasonable doubt against the accused Mohan Sahani U/S 395 IPC and he

is convicted accordingly.

15. Heard the convict/accused on the quantum of

sentence and recorded his statement UIS 235(2) Cr.P.C. Accused/convict

prayed for leniency. The accused has been behind the bar for more than

3 years 7 month i.e from 18. 10. 1999 to 18.3.2000 and from 10.8.2014 till

date.

16. In view of the above, considering the offence

committed by the accused/convict, I am of the considered view that it

would meet ends of justice, if the accused is sentenced to undergo
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imprisonment for the period already undergone. Accordingly, accused

Mohan Sahani is sentenced to the period already undergone in hajot with

fine of Rs. 500.00, in default, to undergo simple imprisonment for

another 7(seven) days.

17,

convict/accused.

18.

Magistrate, Bongaigaon.

A copy of the judgment be furnished to the

Another copy of the judgment be sent to the District

Given under my hand and the seal of this Court on the19.

5'h day ofApril,2018.
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Dictated and corrected by me,

f .i,, u\'i,'r h"
(L Barman)

Sessions Judse.
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APPEI{DIX

Prosecution witness:
PW I - Sri Ram Awadesh Shah.
PW 2 - Sri Jatindra Nath Saikia, I.O.

Defence Witness:
Nil.

Documents exhibited b), Prosecution:
Ext-1 F.I.R.
Ext-2 Seizure list.
Ext-3 Seizure list.
Ext-4 Seizure list.
Ext 5- Charge-sheet.
Materials exhibited blz Prosecution:
Nil
Defence Exhibit:
Nil
Court witnesses.
Nil.
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